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While reviewing solidThinking's recent 2014 update to Inspire, I was pleasantly surprised at how 

effective its streamlined user interface is, coupled with an interesting set of tools. I wrote about 

the Release 2014-specific highlights elsewhere (solidThinking Updates Inspire for 2014); here, I 

discuss the most interesting features that I found in Inspire, generally. 

Inspire was developed by solidThinking, originally a design software company founded in 1991. 

It was purchased in 2008 by Altair, and continues to develop two products: Inspire and Evolve, a 

rapid build 3D-modeling tool. 

Inspire was designed primarily to perform "topological optimization." This allows engineers and 

designers the luxury of developing structures optimized for stiffness or weight reduction -- within 

the limits they provide. We can refine existing parts imported into Inspire, or work on completely 

new concepts. 

Inspire 2014 runs on Windows- and Mac-based machines using either the 32-bit and 64-bit 

operating systems. While I have run it on Windows systems with both 8GB and 16GB of RAM, 

the Inspire team told me that the software in most cases benefits more from larger amount of 

system memory, rather than faster processors. 

Overview of Inspire's Basics 

In many ways, Inspire's Optimization model is similar to traditional FEA. We apply loads and 

boundary conditions, and then Inspire seeks equilibrium within the design space - this is how it 

works in the most general terms. That design space is broken down into nodes and strategy-

specific elements as specified by the user. Reactions are measured throughout the matrix. 

Elements below the threshold goal are discounted (and so removed). 

Inspire allows us to import CAD models for analysis, or else create new geometry using simple 

direct modeling tools. After this, we standard engineering loads and supports (with ease, as I 

found), and then it optimizes and analyzes the model based on our criteria. Once the design 

parameters are satisfied, the resulting shape can then be exported as surfaces or meshes for 

final build definitions back to other CAD systems, or even sent to manufacturing directly. 

Inspire includes these features: 

 Well rounded support for importing model files 

 Streamlined and intuitive UI 

 Creation of solid bodies 

 Direct editing tools 

 Linear static optimization and analyses (though, no dynamics) 

 Unique model shaping features 

 Export files to CAD 

 The 2014 release adds these enhancements (solidThinking Updates Inspire for 2014): 

 Geometry simplification tools 

 Smoothing options 

https://designandmotion.net/about-2/
http://www.caddigest.com/exclusive/solidthinking/111314_introducing_inspire_from_solidthinking.htm
http://www.caddigest.com/exclusive/solidthinking/110714_solidthinking_updates_inspire_for_2014.htm
http://www.caddigest.com/exclusive/solidthinking/110714_solidthinking_updates_inspire_for_2014.htm
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 Linear static optimization and analyses (again, no dynamics) 

 Concentrated mass parts 

Inspiring User Interface 

The Inspire UI consists of a set of features that are pretty much now standard in our industry: a 

graphics window, the model browser, properties display, interactive ribbon type of icon menu, as 

well as the usual collection context menus and dialog boxes (see figure 1). The overall UI 

appears clean and simple, but after some investigation I found a well balanced set of additional 

tools waiting below the surface. 

 

Figure 1: The user interface of Inspire, here showing an optimized design space and base 

model conditions 

Design spaces are visually discernable from non-affected geometries by color, which is easily 

configurable by the user. Solid models are crisp, and shading and translucent bodies are well 

balanced. Loads and Shape Control visualizations are easily distinguished visually and do not 

impair visibility of the model itself. In my opinion, Inspire provides a comfortable visual 

experience. 

Help is handled through a locally installed HTML file initiated through the Help Panel. Most 

topics that I had questions about were covered. There is a decent list of tutorials to get most 

users going with a basic understanding of the software. 

Shape controls allow us to direct the outcome of optimizations based on symmetry, shape, and 

thickness using some basic interface options (see figure 2). These controls are visually applied 

as selectable geometric relationship planes, which can be moved and altered as needed. 

http://www.caddigest.com/exclusive/solidthinking/gfx/introducing_inspire_from_solidthinking_fig.1.jpg
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Figure 2: Shape controls 

Shape controls include the following: 

 Symmetric, cyclic, and cyclic symmetric 

 Single draw, split draw, stamping, and extrusion 

 Displacement constraints 

Optimizer processes the complete model, and creates an optimized solid body based on the 

model setup in a static environment, with linear material types. The resulting outcome mass can 

be adjusted with a slider on the Shape Explorer as often as desired. Each of these optimizations 

is saved as an independent model definition within each part. 

Optimized model shapes are stored in the file. In fact, each model can contain numerous 

optimized model shapes. The initial Design Space shape is saved, along with each optimization. 

Using the Shape Explorer (it was updated in 2014), any shape can be designated as 'current' 

and displayed as needed for additional work and export. I found the hand-off from each state to 

other functions well designed and easy to employ. 

Fit surface fits a smoothed surface over the selected shape in an effort to develop a body that 

requires less refinement prior to manufacturing. The resulting shape is cataloged alongside the 

optimized shapes, and denoted with a 'Smooth' prefix. 

Importing and Exporting Models 

Inspire own file format is .stmod, as well as .strec for recovery files. It imports the following file formats: 

 ACIS (.sab and .sat) 

 CATIA V4 and V5 (.model, .CATPart, and .CARProduct) 

 IGES (.iges and .igs) 

 JT (.jt) 

 NX aka UGS (.prt) 

 Parasolid (.x_b, .x_t, .xmt_bin, and .xmt_txt) 

 Pro/E (.asm and .prt) 

 SOLIDWORKS (*.sldasm and *.sldprt) 

 STEP (*.step and *.stp) 

 STL (*.stl) 

Imported models appear as shaded solids with edges shown. Everything about the process was 

straightforward. All of my import tests were performed with STEP format files. 

Part and assemblies are imported accurately, however assembly-specific information is left 

behind. Parts are treated as individual solids in the graphics windows, but as unified solid during 

http://www.caddigest.com/exclusive/solidthinking/gfx/introducing_inspire_from_solidthinking_fig.2.jpg
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optimization and analysis. Parts can be activated and deactivated as needed from the Configure 

panel: this allows users to include or exclude components from current optimizations. 

Materials are available in limited number in the standard library, but we can create our own 

materials as needed. This is what most analysts will do, as they maintain a database of their 

own certified materials. 

The export process allows us to return the component to our CAD systems for the development 

process, or simply clean up parts for additive manufacturing. I tested the STEP file export, 

however STL, Parasolid, and IGES exports are also available for direct manufacturing, where 

feasible. 

Using Inspire 

The UI is so well designed that my first test took only 13 mouse picks, after I loaded the; the 

count included right mouse clicks to accept a load that I applied. Here is what I applied with the 

13 clicks: 

 one support (0 DOF, degree of freedom) 

 one moment force (torque) 

 one linear force 

 four components designated as design space 

 no shape controls 

Furthermore, accepting the resulting model optimization and initiating a static stress analysis of 

that geometry requires only two subsequent mouse click from me. 

Hardware Performance 
It was not my intent to perform benchmarking in this review, because the software was new to 

me and most of my research was on the new features. The studies I performed were on fairly 

simple geometries from a turbojet concept model, as well as sample models furnished by 

solidThinking. I use a Lenovo workstation that ran a 3.3Ghz Xeon processor with 8GB RAM. 

Using the default optimization settings (which are factored by the software at the time of each 

run), Inspire delivered on what I envision as the best balance of hardware performance and 

study complexity. Changing the settings delivered better results, but at a cost in run time -- as 

would be expected. If the settings are driven too far to one side or the other, the software warns 

of potential problems or optimization time issues. 

One thing to note is that I experienced substantially increased run-times with slight changes to 

the model and goals, especially where the element sizing was concerned. File sizes grew 

rapidly as optimizations and analyses multiplied. One file of note contained seven optimizations 

and after a couple of analyses, it grew to 387MB. The software did, however, open the file 

rapidly, even though everything is loaded at the same time. I experienced no degradation in 

performance from the file size. 

Optimizing Models 
In most cases, Inspire delivered straightforward results with shapes as expected, most of the 

time. It did a masterful job of eliminating useless mass, which is what it is intended for. 
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The Shape Controls play a significant role in the resulting optimization. In the following example, 

I used a Single Draw control in various ways: I instructed it to maximize stiffness, and reduce 

the weight to 30% of the Design Space. Most of the conditions remained the same as well as 

the optimization goals, however the Shape Controls were modified. The following images depict 

how Inspire achieved the goals (see figures 3-6). 

A single draw control with two planes of symmetry: note in Figure 3 the lack of supports on the 

remaining corners. 

 

Figure 3: Single draw control with symmetry 

Here is a single draw control with no symmetry: figure 4 shows how the support solids were 

copied in place and loads applied. 

http://www.caddigest.com/exclusive/solidthinking/gfx/introducing_inspire_from_solidthinking_fig.3.jpg
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Figure 4: Single draw control with no symmetry 

In figure 5, the holes are removed. 

 

Figure 5: Single draw control with the no holes option 

http://www.caddigest.com/exclusive/solidthinking/gfx/introducing_inspire_from_solidthinking_fig.4.jpg
http://www.caddigest.com/exclusive/solidthinking/gfx/introducing_inspire_from_solidthinking_fig.5.jpg
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In figure 6, I applies the extrude shape control applied to the Z-axis. Note that this application was interesting 

but did not necessarily create a useful component. 

 

Figure 6: Extrude Shape Control applied to the Z-axis 

I found that you can continue working on the next setup while the optimization process is ongoing without 

problems, provided your computer has the memory to spare. 

For my model, I needed to duplicate the load sleeves. I didn't want to sketch and extrude new components, 

and so I used copy and paste a new instance to duplicate the parts. Then I dragged the parts into concentric 

positions using automatically invoked references. The cursor snapped smartly to the face's radius point as I 

moved the mouse nearby. I picked the origin and target location in a similar manner. The parts snapped into 

their correct positions on my first try. I immediately applied necessary loads, and then hit Optimize. No 

additional constraints or adjustments necessary. Very nice! 

This is great for obvious and clear-cut geometries. Obscure components might, however, require some (or 

even substantial) sketching to accomplish accurate translations. 

I found the fitting surfaces operation a bit tricky. The UI part is simple; my part in the job was to pick the 

shape and then hit the Fit button; not so challenging (see figure 7). In most cases, a successful surface 

envelop is created and catalogued below the remaining shapes in the browser with 'Smooth' as a prefix. 

http://www.caddigest.com/exclusive/solidthinking/gfx/introducing_inspire_from_solidthinking_fig.6.jpg
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Figure 7: Fit shape ready for export 

There were, however, a few issues with Smooth Fit geometries. Inspire is in control of this 

process and so there seems to be nothing that I could adjust to help the success and quality of 

the interpretation. The problems I experienced included a failure to create a smoothed shape, 

and an inability to export complex results. This was normal behavior for this program, and I did 

throw a lot of odd things at it in an attempt to see if I could create a problem for the software. 

One solution to getting beyond some issues is to specify smaller element sizes, but this comes 

at the significant cost of time. I would say this was not a consistent problem, but it occurred with 

enough frequency that it would be remiss of me if I didn't mention it. 

STL exports of mesh objects work well every time, and I experienced no problems in that 

respect. Unfortunately, some CAD platforms don't respond well to mesh objects and the STL 

format (see figure 8). 

http://www.caddigest.com/exclusive/solidthinking/gfx/introducing_inspire_from_solidthinking_fig.7.jpg
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Figure 8: Complex surface that would not export to STEP format 

Things I'd Like to See 

As I worked through these design sessions with Impressed, I discovered areas that I would like 

to see addressed in future releases. Here is my wish list. 

I suspect that if I had to ask for anything for next year's release, it would be for better fit surfaces 

and refined output. The parts generated by Inspire are in many cases simply a guide to the best 

geometry relationships in a final production version. In these cases, parts have to be recreated 

so that they have geometries that can actually be manufactured by conventional methods. 

I'd like to be able to assign parts, shape controls, and load cases into named 'study groups.' 

These would allow me to explore different configurations and catalog their setup and results 

without requiring numerous and very similar files to be saved. 

When applying Cyclic Shape Controls, there is no angle adjustment. This seems a bit odd to 

me, because the axes are critical, yet I could not instruct the software which angle to apply. I 

don't know if the software detects the necessary axes during optimization. (The workaround I 

created was to apply the control to the support initially, so that the software detects the angle, 

and then move it to the flow axis by the XYZ offset.) 

It would be nice if the 'Fit' option could do a best fit and contain all the linear type results within a 

consistent cross section. Better yet, have a 'Conventional' option where consistent linear and 

curved shapes are maintained, concentricity is detected, and consistent cross sections are 

developed. I'm not saying it would be easy, and probably not realistic, but it would be grand. 

http://www.caddigest.com/exclusive/solidthinking/gfx/introducing_inspire_from_solidthinking_fig.8.jpg
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Finally, I'd go a bit further to ask for an option that creates solids for export. Not all CAD 

programs deal with surfaces in the same way, and I found that in many cases the surface 

composites included in the export needed repair. 

Conclusion 

I waited a long time to get a chance to use this software and I am really pleased. Using Inspire 

was enjoyable: the UI is streamlined and functional; visualizations were well prepared; the 

results were useful. Moreover, the 2014 release brought true enhancements to the model setup 

and results verification. These are valuable improvements in 'real-world' optimization and 

product development. 

solidThinking has done a masterful job of creating an intuitive interface without clutter, yet the 

power available when you need it. 

Additional Information 
 http://solidthinking.com/inspire2014.html 

 solidThinking - features, reviews collected by CADdigest.com. 
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